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Realistic models of a variety of physical, chemical and biological systems
are given by coupled nonlinear equations, and display a wide repertoire of
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dynamics - ranging from fixed points to chaos. Generically the the nature of
the dynamics is governed by values of one or more parameters in the system,
which in principle can vary, driven by fluctuations in the environment.
Nevertheless, in a large number of real systems it is observed that a single
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type of behaviour predominates. Mechanisms of self-regulation or control,
in systems intrinsically capable of a very complicated dynamics, is thus of
Sudeshna Sinha
International Centre tor Theoretical Physics, Trieste, Italy.

considerable importance [1-3).

A simple adaptive control algorithm was recently proposed in [l], and
developed and extended in [2]. It was demonstrated that the algorithm
ABSTRACT

was a powerful and robust tool for regulating multidimensional, multlpaWe.suggest a scheme to step up the efficiency of a recently proposed
adaptive control algorithm, which is remarkably effective for regulating
nonlinear systems [1,2].
M

The technique involves monitoring of the

stiffness of control" to get maximum gain while maintaining a pre-

determined accuracy.

The success of the procedure is demonstrated for

rameter, strongly nonlinear systems. The procedure utilizes an error signal
proportional to the difference between the goal output and the actual output of the system. This error signal governs the change of parameters which

the case of the logistic map, where we show that the improvement in
performance is often factors of tens, and for small control stiffness,

readjust so as to reduce to zero. For a general JV-dimensional system

even factors of hundreds.

where X s (X\, Xi, ...Xfi) are the variables and n = (MII/*I>.-MA*) are
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the parameters whose values determine the nature of the dynamics. The
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prescription for adaptive control is through the additional dynamics,
A = €(X -

2

Xs)

(2)

where X$ is the desired steady state value and t indicates the "stiffness of

on the error incurred in taking higher (.. If this is within acceptable limits

control". This technique is very effective in bringing the system back to its

of accuracy desired (and after all, in real and numerical experiments one

original dynamical state after a sudden perturbation in the system parame-

can only demand finite accuracy) we increase the stiffness of control for

ters changes its dynamical behaviour drastically. Recovery time (defined as

the next adaptive control step. The computational effort required for the

the time required to reach the desired state within finite precision) is cru-

test is repaid handsomely in terms of decrease in time required for recovery.

cially dependent on the value of t. Numerical experiments showed that for
The most straightforward flowchart for this principle is given below:
small e the recovery time was always inversely proportional to the stiffness
of control [4],

In this letter we introduce a scheme to enhance the efficiency of the

1. Double the value of £ at step n

2. Evaluate ft via control Eqn (2) with 2*

above mentioned adaptive control algorithm. The idea is as follows: We
3. Evaluate n via control Eqn (2) with t, for two successive steps
would like the algorithm to exert some "adaptive control" over its own
progress, by making frequent changes in the "stiffness of control", t. The

4. Compare the values obtained in step 2 and 3

purpose is to achieve some predetermined accuracy in the minimum time.
Ideally the algorithm should ensure that the system tip-toes by many small
steps through treacherous parameter regimes ^id in a few great strides
speed through smooth safe terrains. The resulting gains in efficiency (vs.
an algorithm where the t is fixed throughout) can be factors of two and
sometimes, tens or more.

4. If the difference between the two is smaller than a

given accuracy

(usually taken to be the accuracy used to define "recovery") then go to step
1 and repeat the procedure

5. If not, the above iteration stops (as the value of « can no longer be
increased without compromising with demands of accuracy).

To achieve this, we propose the following method: we monitor at each

What one achieves by the above is that when the parameter space is

step in the algorithm, how far we can safely increase the value of t for the

smoothly and gently varying one can take jumps, via large stiffness param-

next step. Implementation of this involves a test which returns information

eters, towards the desired state (see Figure 1). This decreases the time

required for recovery, enormously. When there are more than one pa-

well for low e should prove very useful in practical terms.

rameters we get a vector at step 2 and 3, and can implement step 5 with
the "worst offender" parameter, i.e. if any one of the parameters violates

In summary, we introduce an adaptive control algorithm using variable
(adaptively regulated) stiffness of control, t. This greatly enhances the

the accuracy bar the iteration stops.

efficiency of the older "fixed t" algorithm. The gain in performance is
This "variable f" adaptive control algorithm is tested on the logistic map
which is given as

drastic (factors of hundreds!) for low t values. This procedure may then
be of utility in designing more powerful control tools.

AVH = aXn(l

+ Xn).

(3)
I am grateful to Professors Frits! Haake and Stefan Thomae for interest-

The results are shown in Table 1. It is clear that this scheme yields much
ing discussions, and to Professor Hilda Cerdeira for critical reading of the
faster recovery than the simple "fixed t" method. This is particularly true
manuscript. I would also like to thank the Condensed Matter group at the
when ( values are low. Infact, this feature enhances the utility of the
International Center of Theoretical Physics, for hospitality. Thanks are
proposed technique for the following reason: for a real system the dynamics
is seldom well known. So Eqn (l) is essentially, often, a black box. One of
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the powerful features of adaptive control is that it does not, in the control
equation (2), require explicit knowledge of the dynamical equations of the
system it is trying to control. It requires as in^ut only the desired set of
state variables. Now it has been seen in extensive numerical experimentsj2]
that stepping up the control stiffness beyond a critical value actually retards
recovery and with very high £ the system fails to recover. So when the time
scales in the dynamical system to be controlled are not well known, to
prevent breakdown of recovery, one should keep the value of t as small
as possible. So, the fact that the "variable c" algorithm works remarkably
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solution, plugging which into Eqn (2) gives
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4. An argument to account for the universality of the linear relationship
between recovery time and stiffness of control, observed in a wide
class of systems of varying complexity {in Ref. 2), was pointed out by
Professor Fritz Haake. The key point is that when e is small compared
to the time scales in the original dynamical system, we can use an
adiabatic approximation, as /* —» 0. So Eqn (1) yields X(^) as a

Figure 1.
Table 1: Recovery times TX and rj are obtained from the "fixed t" [1, 2] and
"variable e" adaptive control algorithms respectively. Here c denotes the
"stiffness of control" in control equation (2). It is evident that the "variable
t" scheme yields much faster recovery, as manifested in the enormously
smaller values of T. The representative example of the logistic map is
considered here.

The evolution of parameter a under control dynamics given by a) the
"fixed t" algorithm (

), and b) the "variable t" algorithm (

).
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